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We live in the age of information technology. And nowadays the most valuable 

resource is information.  As Rothschild said, «The one who owns the information, owns the 
world». But not all information should be in open access. Therefore, an important question 
arises how to protect information?  

Protecting information depends a lot on the complexity of the password, our attention 
to the sites that we visit and the programs that we install on our computer. To understand how 
to protect it, first let`s take a look at the main ways of hacking accounts. 

The first one and the most popular is – brute force which goes through all possible 
password combinations and finds the one you need. The success of brutforce work depends 
entirely on the complexity of the password. The simpler the password, the faster it will be 
cracked. Another similar method is dictionary attack. Attacks of this type go through the 
words that most people use as a password. And it makes the attack much faster [1]. 

Still another one is social engineering and password recovery questions. In general, the 
method is reduced to the fact that almost any information necessary to access confidential 
information can be found in the public domain. And I will give only a simple example related 
to passwords. As you know, on many sites for password recovery it is enough to enter the 
answer to the control question: which school you studied at, your mother's maiden name, your 
pet's name, etc. Even if you have not already posted this information in open access on social 
networks, do you think it’s difficult to get such information? Not at all. Either using the same 
social networks, being familiar with you, or specially met. 

To avoid all of this use a complex password consisting of symbols, numbers and 
special characters. Don`t use the same password for all sites. If you have a large number of 
passwords, you can store them in the special password managers. 

The next method, which is also very popular is phishing. The attacker makes a fake 
page of a popular site, which usually has a similar web address and design. As a result, users 
enter their login and password.Always check the website address, see that it is certified [2]. 

And finally, less popular, but no less dangerous – spyware represented by a wide range 
of programs. Not always, but most often this problem is solved by installing an antivirus [3]. 
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